
Transition Center

Student Self-Reported Transition Questionnaire 
Student Directions: This questionnaire is used to help understand your strengths and weaknesses across different skill domains. It is 
our hope that you complete the questionnaire honestly and without feedback from your parents or teachers. For each question, identify 
the frequency of completion, either that you: “Always” complete the task/perform independently, “Often” complete the task/perform 
independently, “At Times” complete the task/perform independently, and “Never” complete the task/perform independently.

NAVIGATOR PREP
QUESTIONNAIRE

Task
When given a task, I independently begin the assignment and meet task expectations.

When encountering a difficulty during an assignment, I find new solutions to complete the task.

When plans change or my schedule is disrupted, I manage my emotions and adjust my 
routine as needed.

When provided academic or social feedback, I assess the accuracy of the statement and 
make changes as necessary. 

I focus on an assignments, activities, or a lecture for over 45 minutes. 

I ignore noises or refrain from behaviors that may distract me from completing tasks. 

I manage my behaviors and emotions in order to complete tasks in a timely fashion.

I use one centralized system to record assignments and store academic materials.

I keep track of academic and personal items, not losing my materials.

I complete my assignments on time.

I balance academic and social commitments in order to meet all expectations.

I can accurately estimate the length of time a task will take to complete. 

I break apart longer projects or assignments into smaller, manageable tasks. 

I anticipate unwanted feelings based on variables including social situations, classes, or at-
home experiences.  

I identify the consequences of my emotions, including the impact on my academic 
performance, relationships, and overall functioning. 

When experiencing an upsetting situation, I use a range of ‘feeling words’ to describe my 
experience.  

I articulate and understand the emotional experiences of others. 

When I am feeling intense emotions (excitement, happiness, anger), I maintain appropriate 
social skills. 

I wait for the right time and place to discuss intense emotional experiences.  

I utilize appropriate resources available to me when encountering emotional difficulties.

I am able to regulate my behaviors when encountering difficult experiences. 

1    
Never   

2    
At Times

3    
Often

4    
Always



I implement effective and healthy coping strategies when experiencing upset. 

I reflect on prior experiences and makes changes to my behavior to prevent later emotional upset. 

I understand how social rules change based on environment and audience. 

I change my behavior and language based on the individuals I engage with. 

I dress appropriately given the environment and event. 

I am aware of the social consequences that may occur when experiencing upset.   

I engage with my peers on multiple occasions before making decisions of if I want to develop a 
relationship with them. 

I manage social situations that involve significant background sounds, large crowds or loud noises. 

I share personal information with people that I have developed longstanding relationships with. 

When experiencing conflict with a peer, I feel comfortable directly addressing the issue with them. 

I initiate interactions and maintain conversations that span multiple topics. 

I feel comfortable joining in on social activities, even if I do not know other people.   

I participate in all required activities, regardless of interest. 

I maintain a consistent sleep routine that includes waking up on time for school and adjusting 
my routine to meet expectations or commitments.  

I minimize distractions, including the use of my technology, to ensure a full-night sleep.

I regularly clean my living space, including emptying my garbage, cleaning the floors/surfaces, 
and putting away clean clothes. 

I practice a consistent hygiene routine including showering, brushing my teeth, and wearing 
clean clothes.  

I perform household tasks including laundry and cooking.  

I utilize a consistent system to track my spending and maintain a personal budget. 

I refrain from impulsive spending and understand the consequences if I do. 

I accurately identify my learning difference(s) and how it impacts my overall school and social 
performance.

I accurately label my academic and social strengths and weaknesses. 

I know my approved accommodations that I receive while at school. 

I understand how my accommodation(s) match specific deficit areas. 

I recognize ways in which my learning environment has been modified to meet my needs. 

I articulate when and why I have difficulties with an academic task.

I appropriately and effectively self-advocate for academic assistance. 

Task 1    
Never   

2    
At Times

3    
Often

4    
Always
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